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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Refer a Friend. Refer Us To A Friend. Pick
Engine to Find Parts Close. We have Cummins parts in stock and ready to ship to you. We offer
low prices and a full one year warranty on all new items. Here you can find Cummins specs,
troubleshooting guidelines, and answers to common questions. The classic Cummins engine
was used in a variety of uses, including older Mac trucks and much more. Finding parts for
older engines can be hard, but we make it easy. We offer manufacturer direct prices on
Cummins parts and allow you to buy at prices that are much lower than other providers. Plus,
we group all of the engine parts by engine model, making the buying process a little easier. We
are also proud to offer Cummins NT parts for sale , at low prices and also completely covered
by our industry leading warranty. No matter if you are looking to fix a truck, train, or any other
application, we are here for you. We get all of our orders out for shipping within one business
day and can get Cummins engine parts delivered anywhere in the country, even as quickly as
next day, sometimes less than 24 hours after ordering. Try us today. Contact our friendly
associates for help finding the Cummins engine parts you need. Simply select your engine
above to get started, or scroll down for more information. For this reason, it is very important to
correctly identify your engine. To do so, check the data plate on the mounting flange of the
gearcase. A model number would be similar to NTAC The first section identifies the actual
engine, the C indicates it is for construction and the is the horsepower. Other letters used
include G for generators, P for power units, M for marine units, L for locomotive units and R for
railcar applications. What type of oil should be used in this engine? In most areas, these
engines take 10W oil. In areas that are colder, or that reach below freezing, then a 15W or 20W
viscosity can be used. If the temperature is consistently below degrees F then synthetic oil
should be used. There are three types of oil filters, the full flow with a center bolt , full flow
spin-on, and the bypass. Clean any dirt near the shell before removing it. Remove the center
bolt and the shell, element and the seal ring discard the seal ring. Remove the retaining ring
from the center bolt, then the filter support, rubber seal, washer and filter spring. Remove the
center bolt and the copper washer. Check the bypass valve to make sure it works freely. At this
point of all the parts can be cleaned. Replace the element and any parts that show damage.
Install a new copper washer and center bolt. Slide the spring, washer, rubber seal and filter
support onto the center bolt, followed by the retaining ring. Put the new element in the shell, put
a new seal ring in the head and install the drain plug. Then, remove the capscrew and lock
washer that attaches the spin on filter head, along with the spin-on adapter and the o-ring
discard the o-ring. Clean the adapter and dry. Apply a coat of lubrication to the new adapter
o-ring, and then install the adapter and new o-ring. Put a coat of oil on a new seal ring and to the
threads of the filter cartridge. Install a new sealing ring and filter to the adapter and tighten the
filter cartridge. Remove the capscrews for the clamp ring, cover and o-ring. Remove the element
hold down assembly, followed by the filter shell. Clean and dry the hold-down assembly and the
filter shell. At this point inspect the tee-handle, which will have an opening for oil. Make sure it
is clean and free of debris. Then, install a new element into the shell, along with a hold-down
assembly onto the stand-pipe. Tighten the assembly, install the cover, install a new o-ring and
install the clamp ring to the cover and shell. Tighten the capscrews until the lugs on the clamp
come together. For regular and big cam engines, normal oil pressure is 15 psi at idle and
between 50 to 70 psi at rated speed. For big cam II engines, the normal oil pressure at idle is 10
psi, and at the rated speed it is between 35 to 45 psi. For big cam III type engines, the normal
pressure for this engine is 35 to 45 psi at rated speed. Be sure that the oil has reached a normal
operating temperature, or between and degrees F. What is the normal oil temperature for these
engines? The oil should not exceed degrees F when measured at the oil pan. If it does, then
stop the engine to prevent damage to the internal parts and components. What is the normal
coolant temperature for these engines? The coolant should not fall below degrees F while the
engine is in operation, or exceed degrees F. What could cause a big cam III engine to have high
or low lubricating oil pressure? These engines improved the NH and NT engines with parts
designed to improve efficiency, including a demand flow cooling DFC oil system. Be sure to
first check any gauges to make sure they are functioning correctly. If the pressure is higher
than 45 psi at the rated speed, or if it is 60 psi at idle and continues to rise with engine speed
then the problem could be the plunger. If dirt or foreign material collect in the plunger barrel
then the plunger can fail to move from the closed position. To fix this problem, disassemble and
clean the pump and replace any worn parts. If the pressure is below 35 psi, a possible cause is
air entering the oil. This can be seen by removing the valve covers and checking for air bubbles
between the rocker levers. If you do not see air, check the DFC plunger to make sure it clean
and able to freely open. What is the oil pan capacity for my engine? This depends entirely on
the oil pan that you are using. The only exceptions are the larger pans, such as which have a

low of 5. What is the oil pan capacity for an engine with a big cam III? The oil pan capacity for
this type of engine is 9 gallons. How do you install a cylinder head on a NH or NT ? To install a
new head, first make sure that the surfaces and gaskets are clean. Install two guide studs into
the block. Use the guide studs to install the head into the correct position in the block. Next, put
two t-handles into the head and use them to slide the cylinder head into position on the block.
Lubricate the capscrews with preservative oil and install the washers and capscrews. The
proper tightening sequence for the capscrews is below. It is very important to tighten in the
sequence above and to the torque values specified above. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of
24 valve cummins fuel pump wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard
pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of the circuit as simplified
shapes, as well as the power as well as signal connections in between the devices. A wiring
diagram usually offers details regarding the loved one placement and setup of gadgets and also
terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation
would show much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of a much more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical look. A
wiring diagram is frequently made use of to repair issues as well as making certain that the
links have actually been made which everything is present. Collection of 24 valve cummins fuel
pump wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the physical connections as well as
physical format of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals how the electrical cables are
adjoined as well as can likewise show where components and also elements may be connected
to the system. Use wiring layouts to help in structure or producing the circuit or digital device.
They are likewise helpful for making repair services. Do It Yourself lovers use electrical wiring
representations but they are likewise typical in home building and also auto fixing. A house
building contractor will desire to verify the physical area of electrical outlets and also light
components utilizing a wiring diagram to stay clear of costly errors and also developing code
violations. A schematic shows the plan and also function for an electrical circuit, however is not
worried about the physical layout of the wires. Circuitry diagrams demonstrate how the wires
are connected and where they ought to located in the actual device, along with the physical
connections between all the elements. Unlike a pictorial representation, a wiring diagram
utilizes abstract or simplified shapes as well as lines to reveal parts. Pictorial representations
are often photos with tags or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical elements. If a line
touching an additional line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are linked. Most symbols used
on a wiring diagram appear like abstract versions of the real items they stand for. For example,
a button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cord, just like a light
switch you could turn on and off. A resistor will certainly be represented with a collection of
squiggles representing the limitation of present flow. An antenna is a straight line with 3 little
lines branching off at its end, similar to an actual antenna. After more than 40 years of working
on mechanical Cummins engines, we've become the go-to shop for knowledge and experience
on these amazing machines. Between us, we have over years of combined experience working
on the Big Cam Cummins, so you've come to the right place. In the late 's and 80's, the
Cummins Big Cam was the king of the road when it came to semi-truck diesel engines. It was
and still is an engineering masterpiece. At the time of its inception it was not only the most
powerful engine available, but the most fuel efficient, the most reliable, and the first engine to
meet noise and emissions regulations. We formed a close working relationship with several
Cummins engineers and became a trusted Cummins service shop and dealer. Back then we did
a lot of experimentation and testing on the Big Cam to figure out how to make more power and
eventually developed the first aftermarket twin turbo kit, making over horsepower. With the
introduction of the N14 we continued the tradition of performance tuning except this time with
computer software in addition to the hardware. Below is Bruce's Big Cam Book. It's a
compilation of many articles written over the years so it may contain outdated pricing. For
updated pricing, please visit our online store or give us a call. Search Home Shop Parts Service.
News Victory Road Truck Show. Bruce, Pete, Pat, Brian, and Shawn each have over 30 years of
experience and have amassed extensive knowledge of Big Cam engines. We also keep
inventory of almost any part you may need to service or upgrade your Big Cam. Back then we
bought a brand new pump machine which we are still using today. Our man Pat has been
rebuilding
ford f150 schematics
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2011 accord
pumps and injectors for 35 years. Many ask us what all goes into rebuilding fuel pumps and

injectors. With the pumps we start off by disassembling them, cleaning, and replacing all worn
parts. We then reassemble the pump with new springs, gaskets, seals, and O-rings. It then goes
on the pump stand to be tested. There are thousands of pump codes for different horsepower
and torque curves. We work with the customer to pick the best code for each application and
set it up according to their needs. For injectors, we like to setup and blueprint every set of new
injectors. Our new injectors are from Cummins ReCon. First we do the leakage test to check the
barrel and plunger tolerance, check the plunger to injector cup for leakage and seating, and
then the recalibration to increase the flow for more horsepower, and then adjust the top stop
setting. Now the owner-operator has a blueprinted set of injectors all match flowed. They are
then tested, checked for leaks, and calibrated to match flow.

